Abstract. Let [X(t, «)},<= r+ be a stochastic process on a locally compact abelian group G, which has independent stationary increments. We show that under mild restrictions on G and {X(t, «)} the random families of probability measures Uri-, «) = Br'f T f(t)x{)(X(t, <o)) dt for T > 0, where/(/) is a function from R+ to R+ of polynomial growth and BT -foÄO dt, converge weakly to Haar measure of the Bohr compactification of G. As a consequence we obtain mean and individual ergodic theorems and asymptotic occupancy times for these processes. 0. Summary. Let G be an LCA group of the form R" X Zm X % where % is a closed subgroup of %°°, the countable product of the unit circle. Let {X(t, «)},eR+ be a stochastic process on a probability space (ß, ?F, P) with independent, stationary increments and state space G.
0. Summary. Let G be an LCA group of the form R" X Zm X % where % is a closed subgroup of %°°, the countable product of the unit circle. Let {X(t, «)},eR+ be a stochastic process on a probability space (ß, ?F, P) with independent, stationary increments and state space G.
For y G G let <í>,(y) = E(jX(t, w), y» be the characteristic function of the X(t)'s. Call a function/: R+ -» R+ a weight function if it has polynomial growth, i.e., if there exist positive constants C, C and a nonnegative p such that Ctp < /(/) < Ctp. In this paper we show that for every weight function / there exists a set fl, c ß with P($lj) = 1 such that for w G tif, , rT lim Bfl[ f(t)(X(t, «), y> dt = 0 (1) for all y G G -{0}, where BT = fT fit) dt.
If for a given weight function / we define the random families of probability measures on G as^( dx, »} -B^XC f(i)X(dx,{X(t, <o)) dt,
Jo then (1) says that for to G ß^ the Fourier transforms /x^y, <o) satisfy lim | jûr(y, w)| = 0 for y G G -{0}.
As a consequence we obtain mean ergodic theorems for unitary representations of G and weighted occupancy times for {X(t, w)}.
1. Preliminaries. Let G be an LCA-group of the form R" X Zm X % with dual G = R" X G)lm X %. Since % is a closed subgroup of %°°, % is countable. Let G be the Bohr compactification of G and m Haar measure on G. For details see [4] .
We say that a family { fij.) of probability measures on G is ergodic if lim ßj.(y) = 0 for y G G -{0}.
r-►»
If we consider ¡ij. as measures on G this is equivalent to saying that weak As shown in [2] ergodic families of measures provide mean ergodic theorems for unitary representations of G on a Hubert space.
A measurable subset / of G is called a/»-set if there exists p G [0, 1] such that for every ergodic family (or sequence) { pj-), lim^^ pf(I) = p. If B is a continuity set in G, i.e., its boundary has measure zero, then, by the Paul Levy continuity theorem, B = B n G is ap-set with/? = m(B).
Reich constructed in [3] large classes of /»-sets; the simplest construction can be obtained as follows: let y G G be of infinite order and / an interval in %. Then (g£ G|(g, y> G /} is a continuity set of measure |/| and therefore {g G G\(,8, y) £ I) is a/»-set with/» = |/|.
2. The main results. Let X(t, u) = (Xx(t, u), . . . , Xn+m+l(t, w)), i.e., the y'th coordinate Xj has state space R, Z, % for 1 < j < «, « + 1 < j < « + m,j = « + m + 1 respectively.
By a well-known argument, using stationarity and independence of the increments, we can show that i*,(y)I = kwi'.
(i) Remark. Note that |<i>,(y)| < 1 for y ^ 0 is merely a condition to ensure that X(t, w) is not distributed on a proper closed subgroup of G.
3. Some lemmas. The first two lemmas are from [3] . Proof. From Cf < fit) < Ct" we obtain
CTp+x/(p + 1) < BT < CTp+x/(p + 1).
Now by induction on /, let / = 1 and p > 0. Then
Now divide both sides by the lower bound in (1) to obtain the inequality. For the case/» = 0 we can compute the iterated integral directly. Now assume true for /, to prove the inequality for / + 1. Write Js . . . dt21 as an iterated integral, split off the two innermost integrals which are handled as for / = 1, then apply the induction hypothesis. 
7=1 and, therefore, -<*(f, co), y> = iXit, (A(X(t, to), y> fory = 1, ...,« + m. dy, From the last equation it follows that lfoTfit)~<X(t, co), y> dt < CB;1 f7 f(t)\X(t, co)| dt.
Taking expectations on both sides, using (1) and the fact that / has polynomial growth finishes the proof.
Lemma 5. Let I be a positive integer and y G G such that ky =£ 0 for 1 < \k\ < /.
Then
E\iiT(y, co)|2' < C-|ln( max |<f>,(A:
where C is independent of T and y.
Proof.
| ßT(y, «)|* = II Bjxf fitj)(X{tp co), y> dt} Let 92¡ be the permutations of {1,2, ... ,21) and for a G ^2l define
Then {SAaE9 is an up to measure zero disjoint partition of [0, T]21 and therefore
E\ßT(y,o>)\2l= 2 Äf2,£/ n /(/,)( I SjXitj^Xs)= 2 *f2'W" lí/(/o0))/2 8aUyX(uJ>a),y)dt". (1) From the definition of the 8/s and 8a(Jjs it follows that they satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1; therefore for each a we can find integers fc, j = 1,2, ... ,21 -I, such that in the last equality
Bj2'E f ... dt2'\ -Bj. 4. Proof of Theorem 1. Let K = 11"Z? /, X {a}, where the I/$ are closed intervals in R, % for 1 < j < «, « + 1 < j < « + m, respectively, and a G %; we will call a set of this form a cube. r<l.
This follows from the assumption |<í>i(y)| < 1 for y ^ 0 and the fact that ^(y)! is continuous and K is compact and contains no roots of unity of order < /. 
The constant C only depends on /and / by Lemma 5. From the structure of G we see that G-{roots of unity of order < /} is a countable union of such cubes K and that there are at most countably many roots of unity of order < /. If y is a root of unity of order < / and y#0, then letting AN= {to||MY,")l<^~'/4}, it follows from Lemma 5 with / = 1 that P(ACN) < Nx/2E\ßN(y, co)|2 < CN~X/2 and therefore 2"_, P(Aj,*) < co. Now by an argument as above using the BorelCantelli lemma, lim |jûr(y, co)| = 0 almost surely.
T->oo
Taking the intersection of this countable collection of sets of probability one, gives us the desired result.
5. Some examples. Let Xx(t, to), ... , Xn(t, co) be Brownian motions on R such that:
(i) the random variables Xx(l, u>), ... , ^"(1, to) are linearly independent,
i.e., />{2;_, rjXj(l, to) = 0} = 1 iff rx = • • • = rn = 0; and (ii) for 0 < r < s < /, Xj(t, co) -Xj(s, co) is independent of Xk(r, u>) for ally, k. Then the process X(t, co) = (Xx(t, u), . . ., Xn(t, to)) on R" has independent stationary increments by (ii) and the characteristic function satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1 by (i). In particular, (ii) is satisfied if the processes Xj are independent. Similarly, using Poisson processes, we can construct a process on Zm, which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. Combining these processes we obtain a process on R" X Zm with the desired properties. If, in addition, the Ugs are uniformly bounded on L°° and the set of eigenvalues does not have any limit points, then we can find a dense €) C L2 such that lim Bjx Cfit){Uxil<0l)h(y)) dt = /y» 7-*oo Jq for almost every y and all h G tf).
Remark. Note that the two statements of the theorem hold for all w G £lf, i.e., the set of probability one does not depend on the unitary representation nor the particular function selected from ^.
Proof. Let E(-) denote the resolution of the identity for { Ug) on G. Let h G L2 and {y-} be the nonzero eigenvalues such that E(yj)h = «y, ¥= 0. Assume first 
This implies the Borel measure (E(dy)h, h) is continuous on G. Therefore, for e > 0 by the a-compactness of G we can find a compact cube K such that
From the structure of G one sees that a compact cube K only can contain finitely many roots of unity of order < /. Deleting sufficiently small cubical open neighborhoods around each root of order < / from K gives us a compact set K such that
(ii) K = U A,; 7=1 the Kj's are disjoint and each Kj is of the form il"=i" /.X {a) where the IJs are intervals (not necessarily closed) and a G %. Also note that the closure of Kj does not contain any roots of order < /. Since E(K)h = 2*1, E(Kj)h, it is sufficient to prove pointwise convergence for each function E(Kf)h. \-2f \pN,(y, <A\2(E(dy)h, h) < \~2N-*\\h\
Jr.
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The last inequality follows from (6). From (7) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma it follows that except for a set of measure zero all y's are at most in finitely many of the Fj/'s; since X can be made arbitrarily small, we deduce pointwise convergence a.e. to 0 for E(Kj)h and therefore also for E(K)h. Finally, each function in L2 is a sum of two functions of the form given in (1) and (3). For the second part, for « G L2 n L°° and e > 0 find first a compact cube K such that
Then as before delete sufficiently small neighborhoods around all roots of order < / and all eigenvalues in K to obtain a compact set K such that E(k)h -¡E(K)h + 2 E({y})h\ 
From the assumption that the e-values have no limit points we conclude that there are only finitely many e-values in K and therefore 2 E({y))h is a finite sum. 
h*= f Ugho(dg).
From the assumption of uniform boundedness of { UA on L°° it follows that
Finally, define «* G L°° n L2.
h. = «* + 2 E({y))h. 
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